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Charged colloidal particles interact via a hard core Yukawa potential, while isotropic Lennard-Jones-like
potentials are frequently used as pair potentials in metals. We present measurements of the structure factor of
shear molten monodisperse colloids and molten metals using ultrasmall-angle x-ray scattering and elastic
neutron scattering, respectively. In both systems data analysis gives evidence of fivefold-symmetric short-range
order becoming more pronounced with increasing deviations from equilibrium. The experiments demonstrate
that in both systems topological effects control ordering in the melt state.
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Metals are nontransparent systems with atoms, which
show fast relaxation dynamics in the liquid state. Therefore,
it is extremely difficult to directly observe, e.g., solid-liquid
interfaces, nucleation of crystalline phases, and instabilities
of a solidification front. In contrast, colloidal suspensions are
transparent and the dynamics of their particles, ranging in
size from 10 nm to 10 �m, is much more sluggish than the
relaxation of atoms in metals. Detailed investigations of
phase transitions are possible in colloids �1� even in real
space �2�. Therefore, colloidal systems with tunable interac-
tions are often discussed as model systems for atomic mate-
rials �3�. In the present work, we indeed demonstrate that
charged sphere colloidal suspensions are valuable model sys-
tems for metals.

A knowledge of short-range order in a liquid is of funda-
mental importance for understanding the nucleation of solid
phases. The first attempt to compare the short-range order of
alkali metals like Rb, K, and Cs in the liquid state and col-
loidal fluids under equilibrium conditions was reported by
Cotter and Clark �4�. The present work addresses the short-
range order far from equilibrium in the melt phase both of
colloidal systems and of pure metals. Deviations from equi-
librium are measured by the difference of particle densities
of metastable and stable liquids in colloidal suspensions and
by the undercooling below the melting temperature of met-
als, respectively. For pure metallic melts with compact local
order and isotropic bonding, Frank �5� hypothesized an
icosahedral short-range order independent of the structure of
the corresponding solid phases. Surrounding a central spheri-
cal atom by an icosahedral shell of 12 nearest neighbors of
the same size results in the locally densest packing. If a
second shell of atoms is arranged onto the tetrahedral sur-
faces of an icosahedron, a dodecahedron is formed consisting
of 33 atoms. Frank’s hypothesis was used to explain the large
undercoolings of pure metallic melts observed by Turnbull
�6� such that the fivefold symmetry of icosahedral short-
range order must be broken before a crystal with its transla-
tional symmetry can be formed.

Experimental evidence of icosahedral short-range order in

liquid metals came from x-ray and neutron diffraction and
x-ray absorption spectroscopy investigations �7–10�. In com-
puter simulations of metastable Lennard-Jones �LJ� liquids
also an icosahedral short-range order was found that in-
creases with rising undercooling �11�. A fraction of 61% of
atoms are organized within an icosahedral environment that
is expected to be even larger in the bulk of real LJ liquids
like metals �12�. In hard sphere simulations, on the other
hand, groups of 13 atoms do not form icosahedra �13�. More-
over, for layers of fluid hard sphere systems close to a crys-
talline substrate, no icosahedral short-range order was de-
tected �14�. Using confocal microscopy, the structure of a
colloidal melt of very weakly charged hard spheres was in-
vestigated. While some particles were found in surroundings
with cubic or hexagonal close-packed character, most par-
ticles are arranged in local structures that contain fragments
of icosahedra or even full icosahedra. The icosahedral char-
acter increased with volume fraction �15�.

In contrast to these topological considerations, it was sug-
gested that in metallic systems the electrons control structure
formation. Indirect ion-ion interaction causes an oscillatory
effective pair potential due to the electric polarizability of the
electron cloud around each ion screening its local charge.
The oscillations are known as Friedel oscillations �16�. A
matching of ionic positions at short- and medium-range dis-
tances with the minima of the effective pair potential leads to
a lowering of the energetic states of the respective ions and
will stabilize the corresponding structural state. It was argued
that such effects influence the structure formation in liquids
and glasses �17�. Since electrons are not present in structure
formation in colloidal systems, ordering has to be by topo-
logical processes only.

In the present Rapid Communication we address both the
question of the influence of the interaction potential and the
origin of the fivefold-symmetric order. We present experi-
mental investigations on metallic systems with a LJ-like po-
tential and charged colloidal suspensions interacting via a
hard sphere Yukawa repulsion. In the latter case, formation
of a supercritical fluid state and crystallization are induced at
constant volume via an increased particle density and an in-
creased particle charge. Nonequilibrium melts, on the other
hand, are obtained by shear melting �18�.

The structure factor of pure liquid metals was measured*Corresponding author. dieter.herlach@dlr.de
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by neutron scattering �9� and by x-ray scattering using syn-
chrotron radiation �10� on levitation-processed metals in the
stable and undercooled liquid state. In the colloidal system,
with their 3–4 orders of magnitudes larger particle sizes, the
structure was determined by ultrasmall-angle x-ray scattering
�USAXS�. To analyze the measured structure factor with re-
spect to short-range ordering the same formalism �19� was
utilized for metallic and colloidal systems.

We used colloidal silica particles �diameter 84�6 nm�
synthezised by Stöber synthesis �20�. The particles carry
weakly acidic silanol groups �Si-OH� on their surfaces,
which partly dissociate in a deionized water environment.
The surface charge density of the particles may be increased
by adding sodium hydroxide �NaOH� �21�, leading to the
reaction SiOH+NaOH→SiO−+Na++H2O, until all surface
groups are dissociated, corresponding to a maximum effec-
tive interaction. Further addition of NaOH leads to a screen-
ing effect, which subsequently reduces the interaction be-
tween the particles. For aqueous silica dispersions, the
particle number density n and the NaOH concentration cNaOH
are the control parameters for the screened Coulomb interac-
tion. From shear modulus measurements �22� the effective
particle charge at maximum interaction conditions was found
to be independent of n at a value of Zeff=340�20. We care-
fully checked that the charge was not altered by exposure to
x rays. The typical phase diagram shows reentrant melting as
a function of cNaOH with the crystalline region becoming
broader with increasing n. For the present measurements on
the melt state, an external peristaltic pump shear melts the
colloidal suspension. After cessation of shear the suspension
is in a metastable state of fluid order, equivalent to the un-
dercooled state of a metallic melt.

The USAXS experiments were carried out at the beamline
BW4 at HASYLAB �DESY� �23�. The accessible scattering
vectors q range from 0.008 to 0.280 nm−1 at a working dis-

tance of 13.3 m with a resolution of 2048�2048 �pixel size
79.1 �m�. The incident wave length is �=0.138 nm. The
USAXS technique enables measurements of time-resolved
diffraction patterns I�q�= I0P�q�S�q� of colloidal suspen-
sions. The x-ray intensity I0 was measured with a standard
Lupolen sample. The particle form factor P�q� is accessible
at low n and large cNaOH, where particle interactions are suf-
ficiently suppressed and a disordered state �S�q�=1� results.
P�q� corresponds to the atomic form factor in metallic sys-
tems. For the measured intensity I�q�, a conventional back-
ground and transmission correction was carried out. Figure 1
shows the time evolution of the structure factor of the col-
loidal system from the nonequilibrium liquid state �lower
curve� to the stable solid phase �upper curve� at a particle
number density n=113 �m−3. The time interval between
each curve corresponds to 7 s due to the integration interval
of 3.5 s and the detector readout time of 3.5 s Figure 1 dem-
onstrates that at lower times ��25 s� there is no change of
the structure factor. This assures that especially the first
structure factor taken after 3.5 s corresponds to a metastable
melt state. For longer times a structural transition into a
stable bcc phase is observed. This behavior is representative
for the analyzed system over the accessible range of particle
concentrations at maximum interaction.

Figure 2 compares experimental results for the structure

FIG. 1. �Color online� Static structure factors S�q� at different
times for a colloidal suspension at n=113 �m−3 and maximum in-
teraction that was shear melted �lower curve� and subsequently
crystallizes into a bcc structure �upper curve�. S�q� are shifted for
clarity; time increases from bottom to top. Miller indices are indi-
cated, clearly identifying the bcc structure of the polycrystalline
solid formed.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Structure factor S�q /qmax� as a function
of normalized scattering vector q /qmax, measured on the melt phase
of a colloidal suspension at maximum interaction by USAXS �a�
and measured on liquid Ni by neutron scattering �b�. For the two
physically different systems the same behavior is observed. A shoul-
der appears in the second diffraction peak, which systematically
becomes more pronounced with increasing metastability, i.e., in-
creasing chemical potential difference for colloids, ��, and increas-
ing driving force, �G, for metals.
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factors of the nonequilibrium liquid state for a colloidal sys-
tem measured by USAXS �a� with results of the experimen-
tally determined structure factors of undercooled metallic
melt previously measured by neutron scattering on liquid Ni
�b� �9�. In order to compare directly the structure factors of
the colloidal suspension and the metal, S�q /qmax� is plotted
as a function of dimensionless wave vectors q /qmax with qmax
the wave vector at the first maximum of S�q�. The deviations
from equilibrium for the colloidal suspension are given by
the chemical potential difference between the metastable and
stable fluids, ��. We here followed Aastuen et al. �24� and
determined �� by measuring the growth velocities of colloi-
dal crystals in dependence on the particle number density n
by means of microscopy. The growth velocity obeys a
Wilson-Frenkel behavior v=v0�1−exp��� /kBT��, where v0
is the limiting velocity and �� /kBT=B�n−nL� /nL, with the
fit parameter B and the particle number density at equilib-
rium nL=13.0 �m−3. Corresponding driving forces in metal-
lic systems can be determined via the Gibbs free energy dif-
ference �G=Gsolid−Gliquid���, which is estimated by the
linear approximation �G=�Sf�TL−T� with �Sf as the heat
of fusion and TL the melting temperature.

The diffraction measurements are strikingly similar and
show up to four oscillations with decreasing intensity if
q /qmax is increasing. In both systems the experiments reveal
an asymmetric second oscillation of S�q /qmax� with a shoul-
der that becomes more pronounced with increasing devia-
tions from thermodynamic equilibrium. The shoulder posi-
tion corresponds to the length scale between particles
surrounding a central one in a fivefold-symmetric way. The
shoulder can therefore be considered as an indication for
icosahedral short-range order to be present in both physically
different systems �25�.

The appearance of a shoulder cannot be reproduced by
simulations of the structure factor of a simple hard sphere
system �26�. Integral equation approaches for hard sphere
Yukawa fluids under equilibrium conditions also do not show
this feature �27�. We therefore took the approximation pro-
posed by �19� for S�q /qmax� for both the colloid and the
metal. The simulations assume the liquid to be composed of
isolated structural units and neglect intercorrelations of these
units. Body centered cubic �bcc�, face centered cubic �fcc�,
or equivalently hexagonal close-packed �hcp� clusters as well
as perfect icosahedral and dodecahedral clusters were con-
sidered. This certainly neglects the wealth of imperfect clus-
ters of fivefold symmetry �28� which are also likely to be
present, but it is sufficient to unequivocally support our main
conclusions. Use of isolated clusters instead of a continuous
structure results in low amplitudes of the principal peak.
Hence a three-parameter fit to the remaining three oscilla-
tions was performed, optimizing the shortest mean distance
r0 of the particles, its mean thermal variation 	r0

2, and the
fraction of atoms organized in each structural unit, c. The
simulated structure factors of the colloidal suspension and
the metallic melt are compared with the experimental results
in Fig. 3. The shoulder feature of the colloidal melt is some-
what less pronounced than for n=113 �m−3, but even more
closely resembles that of the molten metal. This is also re-
flected in the fit results.

Suppose that a bcc-like short-range order of the under-

cooled melt utterly fails in describing the data. A fcc-type
short-range order performs better but does not agree with the
shape and peak positions in the second oscillation, where the
significant asymmetry of a shoulder is observed. An agree-
ment is achieved if icosahedral units of fivefold symmetry
are assumed. It becomes even better if larger dodecahedral
aggregates are assumed. For the colloidal suspension, the
best fit of the simulations to the experiments for icosahedral
ordering gives the values: r0=315 nm, 	r0

2=487 nm2, and c
=99%. A dodecahedral type of ordering shows the related
parameters as r0=319 nm, 	r0

2=435 nm2, and c=99%. By
comparison, for the simulation of liquid Ni we obtain r0
=0.238 nm, 	r0

2=0.29�10−3 nm2, and c=99% �icosahedral�
and r0=0.242 nm, 	r0

2=0.26�10−3 nm2, and c=95%
�dodecahedral�.

To summarize the results, comparison of the structure fac-
tors S�q /qmax� of a colloidal melt and of molten Ni showed
strikingly similar results if scaled with the scattering vector
corresponding to the nearest neighbor distance. In particular,
for both these physically different systems an asymmetric
shoulder in the second maximum of S�q /qmax� was observed,
which became more pronounced with increasing deviations
from equilibrium. Hence, low-salt hard sphere Yukawa inter-
actions are found suitable to model LJ-like interactions in
metallic systems. Moreover, the experimental data were ana-
lyzed by an approach assuming isolated structural units in
the liquid. The simulations demonstrate that the assumption
of bcc, fcc, or hcp structural units does not describe the ex-
perimental results. The agreement between simulation and
experiments becomes nearly quantitative when icosahedral

FIG. 3. �Color online� Structure factors S�q /qmax� of a colloidal
melt with n=46.1 �m−3 �a� and a Ni melt with T=1435 K �b�.
Measured data are represented by symbols and lines show results of
simulations assuming short-range order with different symmetries
prevailing in the melt: bcc �dash dotted�, fcc and hcp �dotted�,
icosahedral �dashed�, and dodecahedral �solid�.
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or dodecahedral clusters are assumed. Given the simplicity
of the model calculations made, we as yet may not insist on
the presence of perfect icosahedra or dodecahedra. But we
may safely conclude that in both metastable melts fivefold-
symmetric local environs are abundant. Given the presence
of this striking similarity despite the different types of inter-
actions in the two systems, we further suggest that the
slightly soft repulsive part of both the LJ-like potential of
liquid metals and the hard core Yukawa potential of the
charged spheres is a precondition for the formation of icosa-
hedral short-range order as hypothesized earlier �12�. The
finding that the repulsive term of the interaction potential is
decisive for the formation of the short-range order in liquids
is in full agreement with previous theoretical investigations
�29�. Since electronic effects are absent in colloidal systems,
the similarity of the structure factors of the colloidal and the

metallic melts suggests that short-range order is controlled
by topological effects in both these physically different sys-
tems. We have identified a colloidal system consisting of
charged silica particles in a salty solution that behaves as a
metal concerning the formation of short-range order in the
metastable liquid state. This finding is of general importance
since short-range order essentially governs the formation of
solid-liquid interfaces and crystal nucleation in undercooled
melts �30�.
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